Next Generation App Development
Go native with Accenture and Google Cloud

Whether you are born in the cloud or moving into it, Next Generation App Development allows you to enjoy all the benefits of your cloud transformation.

Clients struggle to keep the pace

- **82%** of legacy systems contain trapped value
- **77%** have at least one app or some infrastructure in the cloud
- **72%** can’t migrate to new technology because of their technical debt
- **70%** have legacy systems severely limits their IT function’s ability to innovate

The Cloud Journey

**Becoming cloud native**
- Cloud native applications
  - Building greenfield applications (coding) or modernizing legacy applications (re-coding) to be cloud native ready.

**Integrating applications and data**
- Creating conduits to move data between Google Cloud components to where it needs to go and modifying as needed.

**Migrate and replatform**
- Migrating and re-platforming apps to achieve cloud native benefits. Enable migration to cloud.

**Generate new outcomes**
- Reusable assets
  - Create new reusable assets and accelerators to innovate without legacy applications
  - Collecting Collecting data, especially constantly changing data from complex systems.

**The Benefits**

- **97%** improve developer productivity
- **99.999%** reliability, security and compliance
- **85%** accelerated innovation
- **30%** reduce Opex

Want to learn more? Contact us: Norman Woodard / norman.woodard@accenture.com
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Our Offerings

- **Cloud native apps everywhere**
  Write one, run on prem or in any cloud

- **Best-in-class security**
  Protect systems, data, and users

- **Network**
  Speed and predictable performance

- **Hybrid & multi-cloud**
  Enables choice and flexibility

- **Fully managed no ops**
  Ease of use with serverless

- **Embedded AI & ML**
  Intelligence in everything

Getting Started

1. **Cloud native discovery**
   Connect with our NGAD team to learn how cloud native development on Google Cloud enables innovation at speed

2. **Co-create a Google Cloud native blueprint**
   Our NGAD team will work with you to design your cloud native solution

3. **Build proof of architecture**
   Partner together to develop proof of architecture to confirm solution approach

4. **Forge cloud native roadmap**
   Develop scalable plan on Google Cloud to achieve differentiated business outcomes

Our Clients

- **Products**
- **Communications, media, and technology**
- **Financial Services**
- **Resources**
- **Health and public services**

Our team

- **Norman Woodard**
  Global Lead
  norman.w.woodard@accenture.com

- **Sven Loberg**
  Global Technology Capability Lead
  sven.g.loberg@accenture.com

Accenture + Google Cloud

2019 Industry Solutions Partner of the Year

#1
In GSI certifications

13X
Google Cloud Award Winner 2011-2020

9
Google specializations
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